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Abstract 

(New Zealand~ 

This paper mvestlgates the effect of chargmg regunes and battery designs - and the 
combmed effects of the two parameters - on the overall coulomblc efficiency of lead/ 
acid battenes operatmg m RAPS systems. Under such servxe, It 1s highly desirable to 
achieve a good match between the energy source and the battery charactenstics m order 
to a&eve optunum coulomblc efficiency at a @ven state-of-charge of the battery 

Introduction 

Lead/acid battenes are commonly classified into three usage areas 
(1) automotive; 
(u) motive power (traction); 
(m) stationary. 
In latter years, vvlth the growth of the RAPS market worldmde, and 

particularly urlth the dwerslty of energy sources avtiable for recharging 
batteries in these sltuatlons, the tradU0na.l classification of ‘stationary’ m 
terms of a battery’s operating condition is no longer closely definable. In 
many systems, the duty could best be described as a ‘hybnd’ of both ‘motive 
power’ and ‘stationary’ where deep cycling, fast and slow recharging, and 
floatmg are all components of the battery’s operatmg conditions. 

It 1s the main purpose of tlus paper to review and report on chargmg 
regunes, battery designs, and the interaction of the two, as they affect the 
overall coulomblc (A h) efficiency of battenes operating m RAPS applications 
over a full &charge/recharge cycle 

There are three Merent efficiency factors that can be apphed to batteries, 
namely: 

(1) coulomblc (A h); 
(11) voltalc (v); 
(m) energy (W h) 

The energy efficiency is the product of the first two factors. We the 
efficiency of energy storage (and it’s retneval) is of prune unportance, involvmg 
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as it does charge and voltage factors, the emphasis here will be on the 
charge or coulombm component The overall coulombm efficiency of a battery 
is determmed by factors that operate on both the discharge and the recharge 
stages of the cycle 

Discharge 

The relationship between the obtained capacity as a function of the 
discharge current has been discussed m detail m a previous paper [ 1 ] Briefly, 
it was concluded that the capacity 1s a loganthrnic function of the ‘normahsed 
discharge current Mathematically. 

C,= { 1 -k log&)}G (1) 

where C, is the capacity to be calculated at current 1, The reference capacity 
1s C, and corresponds to a discharge current of 1, ‘k' 1s the battery performance 
constant 

Dunng the discharge of a battery no charge is actually ‘lost’, but rather 
is ‘unavailable’. The coulombic efficiency of a battery during discharge 1s 
100% The total amount of useful charge available during discharge IS, 
however, hnuted by the rate and temperature described by eqn. (1) If a 
battery reaches the end of its discharge at a rate Id1 some portion of the 
‘unavailable capacity’ can be obtamed If the battery 1s further discharged at 
a rate Id2 which is much less than Id1 A number of methods are available 
(e g , SBA6000) that allow the system designer to size the battery mstallation 
correctly provided the load profile is known and relatively constant Hence, 
the state-of-charge (SOC) of the system battery can easily be calculated at 
any pomt during the discharge penod u-respective of the complexity of the 
load profile. The calculation of the true SOC during a complex recharge 
pattern IS much more difficult. Later m this paper, a method to achieve this 
calculation will be presented 

Recharge 

As opposed to the discharge part of the cycle, during any practical 
recharge of a battery there are mevnably more ampere-hours required to 
reach 100% SOC than were obtained durmg discharge, regardless of the 
discharge duration The recharge efficiency factor can be defined as 

td s I,dt 

0 
E= 7 

s I,dt 

0 

(2) 



where* I,, t, relate to the chargmg current, 
current, time Factors that determme the 

(1) depth of previous discharge, 
(u) battery temperature, 

tune; Id, td relate to the discharge 
efficiency mclude* 

(m) recharge parameter (current, voltage, tune) 
In the simplest case, where a battery is recharged at constant current, 

the recharge process can be broken down mto three separate regions [2]* 
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efficient E= 100% 
mixed E= 50-100% 
mefficient E < 50% 

Generally, the ‘efficient’ region is where the SOC of the battery 1s below 
70-7596 and the voltage is less than 2.3 V/cell. The tune to reach 70-75% 
SOC obviously depends on the uutial SOC after the previous discharge 

The followmg, second region of the recharge 1s ‘mixed’, not only because 
lead sulphate is convertmg to lead and lead dioxide, but also because the 
cell voltages are m the region of 2.3-2.4 V and water IS bemg electrochemmally 
decomposed into hydrogen and oxygen. As this stage progresses with tune, 
a greater and greater proportion of the current flowing through the cell is 
generating gas rather than causing useful active material conversion At any 
tune, the efficiency m this region can be defined as. 

I, 
ES - 

I, 
(3) 

where& =I, +IB; 1, and& are the active-material conversion and gas-generating 
currents, respectively 

When the SOC has reached about 9096, the efficiency becomes pro- 
gressively poorer, tmtrl at 100% SOC the recharge efficiency has, by detition, 
become zero (and all the current 1s bemg used to produce gas and overcharge 
corrosion of the positwe grids). Depending on the value of the current, cell 
voltages as high as 2.7 V/cell are possible [3] 

Apart from the externally imposed current and the cell temperature, the 
factors that have a maJor effect on the ‘nuxed’ and, to a lesser degree, the 
‘inefficient regions are: 

(i) grrd alloy composition; 
(II) additives m the negative paste; 
(m) recharge current density (A mm2), 
(iv) battery age, 
(v) previous morphological changes m the paste and/or the grid/active- 

material interface. 
To mvestrgate the recharge efficiency of cells under varrous conditions further, 
it is necessary to consider methods and techniques that ahow its measurement. 
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Charge acceptance 

In many battery standards it is common to mcorporate a ‘charge accep- 
tance’ test Briefly, this test usually consists of dlschargmg a battery to 
50-70% SOC, reducmg the temperature to 0 “C then, after applymg a constant 
potential of 2.4 V/cell, recordmg the charging current that flows mto the 
battery after an mterval of 10 mm The larger the current the better The 
charge-acceptance value is a good mdicator of the proportion of charge that 
can be replaced m the battery during the ‘efficient’ region, as opposed to 
the followmg regions of the recharge scheme 

Differential recharge efficiency 

The differential recharge efficiency (E,) is the mstantaneous efficiency 
at a particular SOC, S, under the conditrons of the experiment. It IS obviously 
a function of the particular SOC at which it is measured. The procedure for 
its deternunation is as follows. 

(I) Discharge the battery to an SOC of (S, - 5)% at 1, to voltage cut- 
off of v, volts. 

(11) Recharge the battery under specified conditions of current and 
temperature until it reaches an SOC of (S, + 5)%, theoretically 

(m) Discharge the battery agam at Id to the same cut-off voltage V, 
(theoretically 10% change in SOC or Clzo) 

(IV) Compute the ratio Qd/Qc as above. 

Integral recharge efficiency 

The mtegrated recharge efficiency, E’, is the efficiency that applies over 
the mterval between the S, and S, states-of-charge. If the dtierence between 
S, and S, IS very small, then e’ = es The procedure for its determmation IS 
as follows. 

(1) Discharge the battery to a known DOD 
(u) Recharge the battery under specified conditions of constant current 

and temperature until it 1s 100% SOC. 
(m) Compute the ratio Qd/Qc where Qd and Q, are the charges (coulombic) 

associated with the discharge and recharge portion of the test 
There is a relationship between the mtegrated and differential efficiencies 
that can be deduced theoretically. 

Consider a battery in a state-of-charge S1 bemg recharged to a state- 
of-charge Sz where S1 and S, are expressed as a fraction of the total slow- 
rate capacity of the battery, say Cl,,. If the recharge current 1, is constant 
for a total tune t,, and the process is completely efficient then: 

I, t, = (S2. - SJGO (4) 



If the average efficiency is E’, then: 

e’Utc= (Sz. -WG20 

From the deflmtlons of the two efficiencies, 
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(5) 

SZ s E 
s 

* = 672 -sl)2G20 

Sl 
4 tc 

(71 

In general, the mtegral /g~,ds IS not known and depends on conditions such 
as rate (I,) and temperature From measurements made usmg a variety of 
methods, and m conformance wth the concept of three regions of varymg 
efficiency, we have deduced an empmcal mathematical relationstip that shows 
j~,d.s as a function of S (the SOC) vvlth the battery capaclty and charge rate 
as vanables and two recharge constants that depend on the temperature and 
the battery constructlon Thus relatlonshp IS 

l s = 1 - exp(B(S - 1)) (8) 

where 

b 

B= (n+c) 
(9) 

and 

I, 
n= - X120 

c 
(10) 

120 

In the above eqns : I, 1s the recharge current, b, c are recharge constants 
dependmg upon battery constructlon, S 1s the SOC expressed as a decunal 
Hence, 111 prmclple, usmg eqns. (5) and (7), the value of E’ can be calculated 
over any chosen mterval of SOC S1 +S2. Alternatively, aven an m&al state- 
of-charge, S1, a charge current, I,, and a tune, t,, the finally attamed SOC, 
S2, can be calculated by findmg the value of the upper lmut of the mtegral 
that makes eqn (7) true 

TUB latter ability 1s particularly valuable as It 1s possible to estunate 
avadable battery capacity at any &scharge rate and at any pomt m tune 
gven the previous hMory of time and current on both charge and &scharge 
usmg eqns (7) and (1) 

Effect of battery design parameters on charge acceptance 

The lmutmg factors of charge acceptance are usually 
(I) amount and type of low-temperature addltlves m the negative plate; 
(u) composltlon of the grid alloy, 
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(m) total surface area of the plates; 
(IV) nature of the lead sulphate covering the plates. 

Low-temperature addrtives are present 111 negative plates to lower the po- 
larrzation of these plates during discharge at low temperatures and, hence, 
make the discharge more efficient Unfortunately, unless properly purnied 
[4] and used m an appropriate quantity relative to the battery application, 
the additives can exert a deleterious effect on the recharge efficiency of the 
cell 

It is well known [5 ] that the presence of certain alloying elements, 
particularly antimony, m grids can cause the onset of gassmg at voltages 
lower than optimal for rechargmg batteries. We have recently shown [6] 
that the gassmg rate, particularly m the case of the negative grids, 1s not 
only mfluenced by the amount of antimony present but also by its disposition 
m the microstructure of the alloy. This latter factor can be controlled to 
some extent by modification to the castmg process such that at the same 
potential the gassmg rate is only one-third to one-half of the ongmal. The 
gassmg rate of a modified alloy m a positive grid 1s virtually unaltered It 
appears that the rate is determined by the PbOJO, overpotential, at least 
when the grids or plates are new We have evidence to show that the rate 
of antimony released out of the positive mass and mto the electrolyte will 
be lowered, hence the battery should mamtam its lowered on-charge gassmg 
rate for a longer penod than m the unmodified case 

For a given Ciao it 1s beneficial to maximuse the total plate area so that 
the recharge current densaty 1s muunuzed This, m turn, decreases the plate 
polarization and, therefore, the gas losses 111 the ‘mixed’ region. 

Lead sulphate crystals that are present m plates, especially m low states 
of charge, can cause blockmg and blmdmg of pores and active material 
surfaces Tlus gives rise to excessive on-charge polarization and poor efficiency 
The seventy of these problems can be controlled by lmutmg the cycle depth, 
careful selection of plate additives, and prompt rechargmg whenever possible 

Conclusions 

Various recharge strategies can, and are, used m RAPS systems to obtam 
improvements m recharge efficiency and to reduce the amount of damage 
that can result from either over- or under-charging cells These strategies 
mclude current-lumtmg, and voltage-lmutmg, multiple-stage rechargmg, wrth 
or without temperature compensation Nevertheless, such methods can only 
define an envelope of ‘permissible operation’ for both the system and the 
cells m order to achieve the dual goals of recharge and nummal damage 
(cell life). As the availability of a recharge source m terms of current, 
maxunum voltage, and duration is usually stochastic m nature, especially m 
the case of PV and wmd systems, it IS highly desirable to match the source 
and cell characteristics as closely as possible m the mterests of coulombm 
efficiency for a given state-of-charge 
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Methods of measunng and calculating battery efficiency m FLAPS systems 
can be utilized for the purposes of cell design and system management 
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